A rapid-planning system for military aircraft strikes is under design. It is intended to be capable of creating aircraft routes through enemy and friendly space with minimum loss of aircraft and maximal damage to specified target areas. The system must support joint strike planning, where the effects of several simultaneous strikes by differing groups of aircraft are captured.
INTRODUCTION
Strike planning involves the rapid evaluation of various options for achieving a given objective. Strike mission commanders are often given secondary targets in case access to primary targets proves too difficult. Flight paths need to be selected based on minimal risk to the crew and aircraft and maximal chance of success of the mission. Optimizing these variables is extremely challenging, given that there may be millions of potential route combinations to consider. Key aspects of the system include:
execution speed: routes must be planned very quickly in an operational wartime system rapid data inputs: fresh input from the battlefield, such as effects of the last strike on the enemy detection ability, must be rapidly fed into the planner automatic creation and evaluation of potential strike plans Currently, the set up and execution time to perform even a single evaluation is high. The execution time of a complex scenario modeling multiple simultaneous strikes with supporting command and control and opposing forces is expected to be even higher.
We will discuss an approach to solve these challenges, and discuss various optimizations and implementation techniques available.
OVERALL APPROACH
The rapid evaluation of millions of potential routes is only possible using methods having highly abstracted models. A number of methods based primarily on network flow analysis will be used to reduce the millions of potential routes to a much smaller subset of promising routes. The primary drawback to this technique is that it involves static analysis in which dynamic (or time-based) changes to the system are lost.
A second stage analysis of the promising routes will be done via a more detailed simulation, capable of capturing the dynamic aspects of the system. Examples of dynamic effects required for correct modeling:
reactions of the enemy defense network on sighting temporary suppression of enemy sensors and missile strikes on enemy sensors, command stations, bi-polar sensors, which are capable of seeing in only A third stage analysis of the further reduced set of routes will be with a human-in-the-loop evaluation of each plan, via a detailed walk through (with editing power) of the plan using the dynamic simulator.
Problem Statement
of incoming aircraft communications via electromagnetic jamming and communications networks one direction at a time.
The models used for strike planning can be described abstractly as a set of mobile entities whose kinematics are continuous. Entities interact at unpredictable times to modify their kinematics in response to internal or external Command and Decision (C&D) entities. The C&D models are fed data by sensor models, which may execute in either continuous or discrete-event operation. Additional entities exist to model ; fixed-position systems, such as radar stations, commandkontrol centers and communication systems. These also tend to interact in an unpredictable (i.e. discrete-event) fashion.
If the system is decomposed as in Figure 1 , then the system consists of entities with continuous behavior and entities with primarily discrete-event behavior. Interactions between entities of different classes are expected to be occur infrequently, relative to the frequency of time-steps in the continuous entities. 
TECHNICAL APPROACH
The static analysis portion of the strike planner is described in Moret et al. (1995) , including performance results from current experiments. Parallel simulation techniques are proposed for the dynamic simulator. The use of parallel hardware to improve the performance of dynamic simulations has been researched extensively in the Parallel and Distributed Simulation community. Several approaches exist, including functional parallelism, parallel replication, and inter-event parallelism (Fujimoto 1990) . 1) Functional Parallelism. F u n c t i o n a l parallelism executes different functional portions of a simulation on different processors. One could have random numbers generated on one processor in preparation for their use by event handlers on another, for example. This technique tends to reveal only limited amounts of parallelism.
2) Parallel Replication. Replication is done to reduce variance in stochastic simulations by varying the random number generator seeds, and performing sufficient experiments that statistical confidence is gained. Multiple executions will also be needed to evaluate each promising route. Parallel replication takes advantage of available processors by simultaneously spawning one sequential simulation execution per processor with different initial parameters. There is very little overhead in managing the simulation executions, resulting in very efficient use of computer resources, and significantly reduced elapsed time for the set of experiments. This holds true in both distributed memory and shared memory parallel computing environments, since this method is not very sensitive to communication efficiencies. This technique may require more memory resources than other parallel techniques due to the large number of entities executing simultaneously. It is a simple and well known technique that will be used in the planning system if appropriate, but will not be discussed further in this Paper.
3) Inter-event parallelism. I n t e r a c t i v e simulation, where an operator is involved in decision making, often has more demanding performance requirements. Real time interaction may require the parallelization of a complex or large scenario in order to meet ongoing deadlines. Iterative refinement of parameters (by hand or using automatic parameter searching), debugging, or execution in a time critical operational environment require the operator to wait for the simulation to complete. Reducing the end to end time of these executions through the use of inter-event parallelism will save time and frustration. This is done by selecting an event to execute for each available processor. It requires synchronization between the processors so that the events are executed in an acceptable order. We proceed to describe a kernel that uses this technique, and various optimizations possible within the specific domain of strike planning.
Parallel Discrete Event Simulation
We propose to solve the time critical aspect of the strike planning problem by applying well known parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) techniques (Fujimoto 1990) . In PDES, entities interact solely via timestamped messages. Messages are received in timestamp order. Since entities will not proceed through simulation time at precisely the same speed on each processor, a synchronization mechanism is required to ensure that messages are received in order. There is often a significant amount of parallelism available between events in a large simulation, but allowing entities to execute correctly without significant synchronization overheads is a hard problem.
Time Warp
Normally one would select the lowest time stamped event (or set of equivalently time stamped events) to execute. This leads to only a small amount of parallelism being extracted. Events at different times can be executed simultaneously when they do not influence each other. Ensuring that events remain synchronized while allowing inter-time, inter-event parallelism is a hard problem.
As opposed to blocking until the chance is zero of an earlier message arriving, Time Warp allows entities to optimistically receive future messages. When there are no earlier messages, the gamble pays off by making use of the time otherwise spent blocking. However, when a late message arrives in the entities past, the entity is rolled back to the time of the late message by restoring a copy of the entity's state at the time of that event. The cost of this state saving and the cost of transmitting messages between processors are the primary overheads in a Time Warp kernel.
Model Level Optimizations
By making use of characteristics specific to strike planning, we can optimize the time warp kernel's performance. The computation performed by sensor models can be reduced by limiting the input data to a set potentially visible to the sensor using a technique called sectorization, described in Beckman et al. (1988) and Mellon (1994) . Entity data can be separated into sets based on position with respect to a fixed physical grid. Instead of inspecting data on each entity in the simulation, the sensor can inspect the subset of entities in sectors that overlap with the sensor footprint. The communication between a motion entity and the sensor model would be handled by having the motion models send updates to a sector manager, and having the sensor models read the updates from the sector manager. This reduces the number of interactions in a fully connected set of sensors and platforms from men to m+n.
The simulation can make use of dead reckoning, a central principle of Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS 1994) , to further reduce the number of interactions between entities and sensors or sector managers. If the trajectory of the entity remains predictable for a long period of time, perhaps due to an infrequent adjustment by the tactics model, remote sensors can use earlier data and estimate the current position of an entity. Entities are thus not required to update their position and vector until it changes from what sensors can estimate. This will reduce communication traffic at the expense of extra computation for this estimation. Note that dead reckoning has been successful in systems with much higher communication overheads than the shared memory system proposed here. Further investigation will determine the usefulness of dead reckoning in this application.
Optimistic and Time-Stepped Execution
As described in the problem statement, C&D entities tend to be modeled in a discrete-event fashion, whereas motion models tend to be executed in a time-stepped fashion. This section introduces a synchronization approach to allow efficient execution of both classes of entities by the same simulation kernel.
Typically motion models are executed at periodic time steps. The positions of such motion entities are examined frequently by many other entities and potentially can be examined by nearly all entities. However, they rarely receive inputs from the rest of the simulation -such inputs typically are commands to maneuver or alter direction which occur infrequently on the time scales of the motion models. In contrast the command and decision entities are event driven with irregular communication patterns. They execute infrequently and as the result of a specific event. They often examine the positions of large numbers of motion entities and generate a small number of events for other C&D entities or for motion entities.
Taken on their own these two groups of entities would best be scheduled by quite different types of simulators. The motion entities could be executed by a simple time-stepped simulator where the state of each entity was globally readable. The overheads of such a simulator are very low, requiring only the dispatch of each entity once on each time-step. Well balanced parallelism is easily achieved by distributing the activation of the entities across a number of (shared memory) processors. Since each entity takes some action each time-step, simulation execution efficiency is high.
In contrast the command and decision entities would probably be best served by a discrete event simulator, as this class of entities act only on key events in the system, and thus do not perform actions each time-step. Such entities are best parallelized by systems generally referred to as optimistic. Optimistic parallelism is the only way currently known to effectively parallelize simulations where the communications between entities are irregular and infrequent (Fujimoto 1990 ). Unfortunately, optimistic carries with it significant overheads in both execution time and complexity. In particular, the state of optimistic entities cannot be directly examined by other entities and all communication must be via time stamped messages. This can have very high overheads when motion objects have their state examined by many other objects. Optimistic execution also requires the capability to roll back execution which requires in turn the state of the entities to be saved before executing each event. Again this implies a very high overhead for motion entities especially as they seldom receive messages from other entities and so are seldom rolled back.
The approach taken here is to use a hybrid simulator where the motion entities are scheduled in time-steps without state saving (i.e. conservatively) and the C&D entities are scheduled using an optimistic simulator. The motion entities have their state (positions) displayed in globally accessible memory. The command and decision entities can read the positions directly from this memory without using messages. Communication from the C&D entities is via messages. To do thls correctly requires some synchronization between the two different schedulers .
Note that some form of control must occur of optimistic entities reading the state of conservative entities, if the optimistic entity is more than one time step ahead of the conservative entity. Two possible approaches exist. First, the kernel may track the reads of optimistic entities and roll them back if the read turns out to be incorrect. Second, the kernel may block the optimistic entity until it is less than one time step ahead, and the data is thus correct. A tradeoff of increased parallelism versus increased overhead per read clearly exists. Further analysis will be done to determine the best approach. This requires that the distributed scheduler resynchronize between each step. This is straightforward for the time-stepped scheduler as each processor need only report when it is finished its part of the computation. For the optimistic simulator it is necessary to compute the Global Virtual Time (GVT) of et al.
the C&D entities and stop when it passes the next timestep point. This can be done efficiently using published shared memory GVT algorithms, described in Zhonge et al. (1995) and Das et al. (1994) . The first of these allows calculation of GVT to be started asynchronously by any processor. The overheads of GVT calculation can be optimized by the observation that it is only necessary to know when GVT passes a time-step. So the GVT calculation need only be initiated as each processor's LVT passes the next time-point and can be aborted whenever another processor is detected with an earlier LVT.
One potential problem with this hybrid scheduler will arise if the number of C&D entities to be executed within one time step is less than the available processors. Then processors will be idle during the optimistic phase reducing the overall efficiency of the simulator. This will be particularly acute if the individual C&D calculations are long compared with one time-step iteration. This situation can be ameliorated if static lookahead information is available about the communication delays between C&D entities and motion entities. This will allow motion entities to continue to execute instead of waiting for the C&D entity to finish its event.
Consider a C&D entity that never affects the motion entities. Such an object need not delay the start of the next time-step calculation and so can be excluded from the GVT calculation that synchronizes the start of the next time-step. The advantage of this is that the available optimistic parallelism is increased (the entity can be scheduled earlier or in parallel with the time-step calculation) and wasted CPU time in the optimistic phase can be decreased. This technique can be further generalized if it is known that there is a minimum delay from the time when a C&D entity executes and when it affects the motion of motion entities. For example, there may be a minimum time from an aircraft changing motion, to it being painted on a radar screen, to it being noticed by a human observer and then a voice command being given for other aircraft to intercept. This minimum delay (or lookahead) can be added to the LVT of each C&D entity when GVT is being computed. This augmented GVT may be somewhat ahead of the true GVT and thus allow a significant improvement in available parallelism and overall efficiency. This allows conservative time stepped models to execute sooner, and in turn, the optimistic models will have access to the global state data sooner, thus increasing the number of events that are allowed to run without risk (parallelism).
Time-stepped calculations have traditionally been done two ways: either one copy of the dynamic position information is kept and re-computed in place at each time-step; or two copies of the dynamic state are kept where the new state is recomputed completely from the old state and the old and new states are alternated. If the second, alternating state, is used this can be integrated with the optimistic calculation as a C&D entity can look at either of the states depending upon its current time (note that optimistic entities may be behind some or all time-stepped entities in simulation time). Thus potentially twice as many optimistic entities would be available for execution at one time. Indeed this idea can be further generalized by allowing more than two copies of the motion state. The execution of a time-step will still be constrained by the advance of the augmented GVT and optimistic execution cannot start until the previous time-step calculation is complete. However, given sufficiently large lookahead values C&D entities could be executing at many different time-steps.
Technical Summary
We expect that reduction of data exchanges achieved via sectorization will significantly increase the potential parallelism in the system. Dead reckoning mechanisms may also increase performance by creating a significant amount of lookahead for use by the kernel. This translates into available parallelism without needing to perform state saving. Conservative execution of the time-stepped kinematics models should not result in a loss of parallelism, since we expect a large number of vehicles, and these models do not frequently receive new inputs. Access to committed data in shared memory will significantly improve sensor model efficiency as compared to relying on message based communication. We expect to have significant available/intrinsic parallelism, and low overheads, and thus high efficiencyhtilization of the processors.
Related Work
Jah and Bagrodia (1994) present a similar theory to combined conservative / optimistic execution in the protocol ADAPT. An excellent comparison is given between protocols that support simultaneous use of both optimistic and conservative execution, and protocols which provide a single synchronization algorithm which encompasses aspects of both optimistic and conservative techniques. Aspects of ADAPT clearly apply to this problem domain, in particular, ASPECT'S support for entities switching dynamically between optimistic and conservative execution. Gilmer et al. (1990) present a time-stepped / discrete-event kernel for the Dynamic Ground Target Simulator (DGTS). In this system, a functional analysis of the event classes in the simulation was performed. Each event class was then categorized requiring time-stepped or discrete event execution. The kernel then optimized parallel execution based on the class events in the current event list. Very good performance was achieved for that model (approximately 6.5 times speedup on 10 processors), but is not considered a general purpose solution. Aspects of this work may be used for this strike-planning system, once event characteristics are defined. Lee and Fishwick (1995) present an approach for determining the minimum set of seeds, samples and fidelity levels to be used in route-planning simulations. The high-level controller for this strike planning system will take use of such work in the setup of replicated computing runs, and in the tradeoff between many small runs of low-fidelity models (i.e. 20 low-fidelity replicated computing executions on 20 processors), versus fewer, high-fidelity runs (e.g. 4 high-fidelity runs, each on 5 processors).
TEMPO DESIGN
The simulation kernel we will use for the strike planning system is called Tempo. Tempo is a time warp based simulation engine. It is implemented in shared memory to take advantage of the low overhead needed to pass data from one processor to another. It uses an event-oriented paradigm to avoid the context switching associated with a process oriented paradigm (Pooch and Wall 1993) . It has been designed to provide effective parallelism for simulations with very small computation per event (i.e. granularity). Event granularity of under 100 microseconds is expected to occur.
Tempo uses the shared-memory approach discussed in Das et al. (1994) where logical processes (LPs) communicate by exchanging time-stamped event messages. Memory for event messages is allocated from a pool of shared memory. These event messages are passed between processors by handing over a pointer to the message. This reduces the number of copies of data during event handling to the same minimum number as must be used in a sequential simulation, due to intrinsic delays in simulation time. The message is linked into a priority queue local to the destination processor using a mutual exclusion lock, since many senders may attempt this operation simultaneously. Upon receiving an event, an LP may change its own state and schedule events for other LPs in the future.
Unprocessed event messages are kept on a priority queue, ordered by receive time. The event list uses a calendar queue described in Brown (1988) and Jones (1986) . This data structure is 0(1) with a very low overhead for many stable distributions of events.
Global Virtual Time (GVT) is calculated using a shared data structure and a series of locks. We are in the process of replacing the GVT calculation with one that is more efficient and asynchronous. GVT is used to fossil collect memory from old state saves and processed events. It is also used to schedule the conservative processes, therefore the more current the value of GVT, the more processes may become available to execute in parallel.
On a multiprocessor computer, LPs are assigned to run on different CPUs. Each logical process stays on its assigned processor to maximize the locality of memory references (informal testing has shown a 10 to 1 cost ratio in cache misses). Using time warp principles, in particular state saving and rollback, optimistic LPs can execute events in parallel with low overhead and perfect causality.
Specialized LPs which are scheduled conservatively and therefore do not have to be state saved may read and write data files. These conservative processes may also directly read and write shared memory. They are scheduled when the value of GVT equals or exceeds their next event time. Modifications based on lookahead information described in Section 4 allow these processes to execute in parallel with each other and with optimistic processes.
overhead. Some are continuously calculated (Ghosh et al. 1994) , some are asynchronously calculated , Xiao 1995 .
We have developed a second version of Tempo; an efficient sequential simulator. It is a single processor discrete-event simulation framework, and is linkcompatible with the parallel version of Tempo without the code or many of the overheads required for parallel operation. In particular, an LP does not save state, and events are handled by the local priority queue only. This version of Tempo is expected to be used during parallel replication runs, model development, and single processor execution of small scenarios.
PERFORMANCE 5.3 Current Tempo Status

Shared Memory Hardware
Small shared memory computers have been successful in the marketplace because of their ease of use and low cost. Most have one or a small set of common memory buses, making them significantly less scalable than machines such as hypercubes which do not have such a single shared resource. Non-uniform shared memory architectures promise scalability, but may be significantly more difficult to tune for performance. The main attraction of shared memory machines is that they are inexpensive and becoming more commonly available to users. Given the number of processors available in low-cost shared memory systems (32-64), and that the effective processor utilization of parallel discrete-event simulations tend to taper off at high numbers of processors, shared memory systems seem to provide a reasonable price/performance ratio. Also note that highend shared memory systems have been developed, if additional processors are warranted. (e.g. KSR supports hundreds of processors). Shared memory machines provide the only reasonable promise of achievable performance for very small granularity applications. Communication is possible by passing a pointer, and message copying is reduced to the same as what must be performed for a On a four processor SPARCStation-20, Model 514 (5OMHz SuperSPARC, 1Mb secondary cache with MBus interconnection) the Tempo kernel displayed speed up as shown in Table 1 . Speed up is the ratio of the execution time of a benchmark program linked with a sequential kernel divided by the execution time of the same benchmark linked with the parallel kernel. The independent variables are the synthetic workload and the number of CPUs used. The synthetic workload is an additional processing delay that represents the time an application LP would take to change its own state (per event). 999 LPs were used, with each LP randomly exchanging 10000 events with a uniformly distributed delay in the interval of (0,1]. The LP state size was 80 bytes, indicating very small state saving costs. Note that initial testing showed that 16 CPU runs returned significantly slower values than 15 CPU runs. This was identified as a OS problem, in that the benchmarks were run in multi-user mode with a variety of OS daemons running. At least one of the CPUs had to time share between the simulation kernel and other UNIX processes, reducing the total throughput of the kernel and disturbing simulation balance. The 16 CPU tests were thus eliminated from our test suite.
In absolute terms, the sequential kernel executes about 37.7K eventslsecond (with no synthetic workload). The parallel kernel executes 175.8K eventslsecond on 15 CPUs (141.6k on 16 CPUs).
planning. One way to further reduce the time warp overheads is to replace the standard state saving technique with an incremental approach. Only the variables that change will be saved in a back trace trail.
If one processor has more work assigned to it than any other, the simulation will run more slowly than it needs to, and the other processors will effectively have to wait for the overloaded processor to catch up. Dynamic load balancing promises to address this issue. When such a situation is detected, a logical process can be migrated to another less loaded processor. Issues of synchronization, caching and message forwarding must be addressed.
An additional tool to test for achieved parallelism will be created, where the simulation kernel is measured against the ideal case of a kernel with zero synchronization overheads. By measuring an application against the zero overhead kernel (with one processor per LP), we may establish the intrinsic parallelism of the application. By comparing the performance of the real simulation kernel against the zero overhead kernel, we may establish the achieved parallelism, i.e. the measure of how effective the simulation kernel was in extracting intrinsic parallelism.
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